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1. Introduction 

CALL so食W釘epro伊 mscan be differentiated by血位向nctions.Levy (1997）街宮tde白1ed血e

functionsぉ toolCALL and tutorial CALL. Using S匂ゃeto阻lkto I伺 mersin other countries or 

pぽticipa也1gin international exchanges via discussion boards, biogs, or learning management so食ware

are examples of tool CALL. Learners are engaged in and focused on communicating h出esecond 

language.百1ecomputer so食W訂eor technology is a tool for communication between people. On the 

o出町hand，曲目右isno commurucation with other people也知torialCALL; the so食waretakes the role of 

t伺 chぽ andprovides practice for learners. Al出oughtutorial CALL programs may not beぉ motivating

as tool CALL programs since there is no chance to communicate wi血ano出町person,tutorial CALL 

progr田nsare important for language learners and have five potential benefi包．

• Con甘ol:Learners can decide when to凶 ethem and for how long. In addition, learners can con甘ol

how quickly白eymove血rougha pro伊 mand白山側叩eedup when出eyare practicing points 

由at由eyunderstand well and slow down when由eyare practicing new or di伍cultmaterial. 

• Level: Many, but not all, tutorial C札 Lpro伊 msadjust to learners’levels. Some are availableゐr

different proficiency levels and so t伺 chersor adr凶国組ヨtorscan choose the appropriate level for 

血位制den飴．

• Feedback: Most programs provide immediate島edback由attells learners if血eiranswers are 

coπect. 

• Support: Most progr潤nshave support features ( e.g., gr潤run訂 explanations,vocabulary glossaries, 

listening低xt位四1Sぽip包，etc.）血atlearners can acce回 horder to understand texts or co汀ect泊四wers.

• Practice: Opportunities to凶 eor practice the旬rgetlangt泊gearel凶 旬din EFL environments.百世s

is e叩eciallytrue in Japanese universities where learners only have English classes once or twice a 

week for 1.5 hours each time. Even though tutorial CALL pro伊 msdo not provide communicative 

opportunities to凶 e血eIan思泊ge，出eydo provide numero凶 oppo：由mitiesto practice receptive skills 

such as listening and readingぉwellぉopportunitiesto l伺 mand practice vocab叫aryand g溜runar.

To m似凶rethe bene偽， Hubb訂d(2004) hお 紅 思led削除 effectivenessof CALL pro伊 ms

dq:児nelson回 iningstudents. He advocates three kinds of回 iningthat teachers should provide. 
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• T1舵 hnical:L伺 rnersm凶 tknowhow ω脱出ehardware and software. This knowledge includ閃

knowing how to log in, how to navigate, how ぬ getfeedback, and how to access由esupport 

島a知res.

• Strategic: Learners have to develop learning s回tegiestom似凶7J!the benefi包 ofthe progr潤ns.

For example，出eyneed to be tr討nedtoα明白託udyplans and to evaluate血位戸ogress.Also，血ey

need to be able to know how and when to get help if由ey司副ω位 ugglewi白血emat1町ial.

• Pedagogic: Students must be able to take the role of teach町 sothat they know when and how to use 

strategies to get血emo武 outof C札 Lprq伊 ms.百由 ise叩eciallyimportant for卸刷alCALL 

progr百mbecause they have explanations and support fea加問S白紙切nhelp learners when也.ey

make mis旬kes,but learners have to be trained to use曲目nand to unders旬nd白紙theyn民 dto凶 e

血em.

In his discussion of what回iningis n民岱組ry,Hubbard (2004) also emph鋭部出atthe training must be 

cyclical. It n民dsto be I句伺tedat問思d訂 poin包恒也eCUI討c叫wnfor it to be effi白tive.Studen包willnot 

h飽mali'ZJ!and adapt the habits that he advoca悩 if血etr凶ningis only done once. 

市 spapぽ willinv，剖gatehow studen包usea tutorial C札 Lpro伊 m,ATR CALL BR民 andwhat 

出eira副知desare towards由epro伊 m.It will b場nwi血ad蹴 riptionof the so食wareand how託isused 

wi白血血eprogram and conclude with sugg剖 onsfor improving血eiruse.

2.So貨ware

S加den包 usedA TR CALL BRIX Level 2仏evelI wお凶edin血e命宮tsem白畑・）．百1ematぽialis 

divided into 8 weeks wi由mat1出alfor 7 days. W1田kl羽 市onDay I wi血ashortened version of the 

TOEIC.百1eo血ぽdaysof the week consist of exercises白紙pro吋depractice on v訂iousskills. Most of 

the exercises，切eciallythe listening and reading exercises, are modeled after the it田 tson the TOEIC. 

百1emain剣 lsand types of exercis回 arebriefly outlined below. 

• Pronunciation: Iden的ingwhere血eaccent包， howmany syllables, and practicing actual 

pronunciation of individual wo吋sand complete sentences （蜘den包 recordtheir pronunciation and 

血ecomp川町eval国防howaccura旬itis), and shadowing 

• Listening: Dictation and listening exercises modeled aft1町白TOEIClistening items (photographs, 

appropriate r句 onses,short conversations, and talks) 

• Vocabulaη：Q凶zzesto陥 tword meanings, English to Japan凶eand vice versa.百1eATRCALL

BRIX website期防白紙白evocab叫arypresented in A TR CALL BRIX matches the JACET 8000 

coverage. 

• Typing: Copying and die旬.tion
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• Grammar: Scrambled sentences and sentence completion 

• Reading: Reading旬X包 andexercises modeled dぽ血eTOEIC reading items (short readings with 

missing words and reading compr油田1Sion)

官官 numberof exercises varies, but most days consist of 14 to 16 kinds of items. In addition to由e8

weekf写ofwork,血elevel concludes with a TOEIC test and supplementary exercises. 

Support fea制民sinclude correct answers, English側首ぽip包 ofthe Ii武田由gtexお， Japanese

E副首lationsof listening and reading texお， explanationsof important vo回b叫aryand phrases, and 

explanations of the co町田tanswers.百1esuppo目先a加res訂enot available for the旬S包．

What is not h血eso食wareshould also be noted.百1eexercises provide practice for血eTOEIC test. 

百1ematerial白血eso食wareis not organized into aがlぬussuch as topics，柑UC制ral（伊mm紅）， skills, 

or situa ional. Each day’s material is a set of exercises白羽白-erandomly presented and the i缶msin an 

exercise釘ealso randomly presented，おrexample, gr羽runぽ it1側首泊oneexぽcisemight be tense related, 

word order, word usage, qu回.tionformation, etc. Also, the so食wareis not adaptive; in o出町words,if 

studen包makemistakes the software will not provide mo悶 practiceon similar items. 

h血e1-EAP clぉses，針uden包 have16 w白 ksto complete the work ゐrone level. Last semester, it 

took釦 den也anaverage of 30 hours to complete the level. Furthermore，血eyhave島町deadlinesduring 

the semestぽ.At血eend of each deadline，血eysho叫dhave completed 25% of血epro伊 m.百1eyare 

given hon凶 esおrr伺 .chingthose deadlines and completing a level is worth 20% of由自白1alg沼化白

血eirI-EAP class. 

3. Survey 

官官釦rveywぉ given剖出eend of血esemestぽ白白e1-EAP 3 clぉS白.It consisted of 19 items.百1e

S町veyinstructions and items were in Japanese.百1es町veywas put on S町 ve・戸nonkey.com.A pdf file of 

the survey is available at由elink listed at出eend of出s副 cle.百1e街st血r田 itemsぉ:kedfor 

information: course, clぉs,and gendぽ.Two items asked how long studen包凶ed白 so食warewith five 

possible陀spons白血剖ranged企om30 minut回 tomore由an2 hours and how often蜘 den・白山吋由e

so丘W紅ewi出向sponses白瓜ranged仕omevery day to once every four weekf写．百1eremaining 14 items 

we問 fivescale Likert羽 temen包．百1reeitems asked about usability ( very diffic叫tto very easy to use), 

level (very diffic叫tto very伺 sy),and也知明白1g(very intere必ngto not intぽ邸也1gat all). Seven items 

asked about the overall effectiveness of the so食warepro伊 mand its effectiveness for learning g祖mnar,

listening, speaking, reading, pronunciation, and vocab叫ary.百1eresponses for those items ranged企om

very effective to not at all e能ctive.The last島町 it印 lSasked about how often血eはuden包凶ed血e

support fea仰向s,list白血gtext甘酒首位ip包， Japanese回nslationsof the listening and reading texts, 
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explanations of important words and phrases, and explanations of the answers.百1e民叩ons岱 ranged

企omnev1ぽ to凶 ually.

4.Res叫包

A to旬lof85ぬ1den包 outof 124如 den旬開廓ter吋 inthe cl鰯 escomple削除問問:y.百1eres叫包

are戸田町1tedand explained below. 

百1esurvey resul包 indicatethat血eso食wa民 isnot d伍c叫tto useσig. 1) and is at an appropriate 

level σig. 2). Only 28%あundit difficult or very d伍c叫ttouse.

Fig. 1: Usability 
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Fig. 2: Level 

52% 

very difficult difficult neither easy very easy 

百1ereis an or抑制onto血.eso食wareat the b場m由1gofthe血'Stsem倒ぽ釦d白紙S悶 nsto be enough. 

百1ed節c叫ty白紙 somestuden包 havee却eriencedmay have been because some of the pronunciation 

plu伊lSare incompatible wi血 WindowsOS 10.百1eyare warned repea凶 ly白紙血eyn閃 dto use 

computers that run on OS 7 or lower, b叫 someforget and complain when they cannot access血eplugins.

Most feel that the level is neithぽ d館c叫tnor伺sy.

官1eresults indi伺 .teanwnbぽ ofproblemsぉ canbe s悶 1from血efigures below.百1e命stis白血e

way血atぬ1den包 use血eso食ware.Slightly mo問白釦 6仰も叩endmore白an90 minu協 using由e

so食wareand 47% spend 2 hours or moreσig. 3). About 60% of血emuse the so食wareon白 ev1町 two

weeks or once every fo町 W切 bσig.4). Bo白of血ese問釦l飴demons岡崎白紙印刷den包arenot using 

白eso食wareeffectively. If血eyare spending more白anan hour doing the so食war玖由ey
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Fig. 3: Time spent 
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cannot maintain their concentration in order to learn anything. Also, since most of them use it 

infrequently, new language is not going to be reinforced; instead it is likely出atit will be forgotten and 

have to be relearned. Additional evidence also points to ine町ectiveuse. Of the 124 students registered in 

I・EAP3, only 29 completed the level and the average of how much of the progrョmwas completed was 

68%. 

The students' r白 ponsesto whether the soぬNarewas interestingσig. 5) and effectiveσig. 6) also 

point to problems. The responses showing if students found the sotlware interesting range丘omvery 

inter白血gto not at all interesting and the responses showing if they found the sofuνare e俄 ctiverange 

合omvery e日記ctiveto not at all effective. A m司orityof the students (66%) did not白1d出esofuNare 

interesting and only 7%出oughtit wぉ interestingor very interesting. 
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Fig. 4: Frequency 
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百1er田ultsfor the statements出atasked about effectiveness were not encouraging either. The overall 

evaluation of the program’s e官ectivenesswぉ 38%somewhat e宵ective,25% not effective, and 29% not 

effective at all.百lism悶ns山atmore白an50% thought it wぉ anineffective learning tool. 

40% 

30% 

20% 

10% 

0% 

Fig. 6: Effectiveness 
38% 

very effective effective somewhat not effective not at all effective 

百1eresults for individual language skills are shown in the graph below. For most of the skills, most 

students出oughtthe program was only somewhat e能ctivein helping them improve in白oseskills (Fig. 

7）.別ote出atfor each of出eskills listed in山首gure,the respons凶 rangefrom top, not e能ctiveat all, to 

bottom, very effective.) Students seem to think that the listening and vocabulary exercises helped them 

more as 37% and 29%, respectively, thought they were e舵ctiveor very effective. Conversely, they 

seemed to think that出eprogr創ηwぉ note自己ctivein helping them to improve the廿speakingand 

pronunciation skills, 56%加 d55%, respectively. 

Fig. 7: Skills 

• not at all effective ・note仔ective ・somewhat・effective ・veryeffective 
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Student山 eof the suppo目featur回 wasslightly positiveσig. 8). (Note that for each of出esupport 

features in the figure, the respons回 range仕omusually (top bar），ぬnever(bottom b訂）．）
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Fig. 8: Support features 
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For the most part, they said that they did not or rarely used the English trnnsc1ipts for出elistening 

exercises (48%), but Japanese回nslations(translations of the listening and reading texts) were凶 ed

more frequently, sometimes or more often by 66%. Explanations of impmtant words and phrases were 

used sometimes or more often by 55% and explanations of the co汀ectanswers we1芯 usedsometimes or 

more often by 60%. These results are encouraging because they demonstrate that at least some of the 

students are stopping and checking to make sure that they understand why an answer wぉ corrector 

incorrect and it is in this process of noticing出atthe language they are focusing on can become input 

(Schmidt, 20 I 0). 

To summarize the results, students do not seem to have many di伍cultiesin using the software and it 

seems to be at an appropriate level. However, the results for how long and how often they study indicate 

伽 t出eyare not using出eso血Nareeffectivel日 出eys仰のfortoo long and in仕equentlyand th凶 they

probably aren’t getting many benefits企omthe software. The results for how interesting and effective 

students think the so世wareare also negative. Most of the students do not consider the software 

interesting or e能ctivein helping them improve出eirEnglish skills. It is very likely that th白 ethr田

facto民 howstudents凶 ethe so払Nare,how interesting they think白esoftware is, and how effective出ey

出inkit is, influence each other. For example, if they do not use the software regularly, they wiU not 

improve very much and conclude that the software is not effective. Another possibility is that if they do 

not think it is interesting, they will not want to use it regularly. The reliability of these results is 

somewhat limited because the s山veyitems have not been validated, only 69% of the students responded, 

and only this year’s日間yearstudents were surveyed.π1ere have been three other groups of students 
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who have used血eso食ware.Neviぽthel岱 S，血ewaystuden・包h出issurvey use白eso食wareis consistent 

wi出 p問、riousy白隠 andthe attitud回 ares耐世larto commen包含omprevious studen包．百lUS，血e

conclusion that the so食wareis not being used effectively can be viewed wi白someconfidence. 

S. Discussion 

Sin印刷den包 investa lot of time using the software and the school has inves白da lot of money to 

provide託uden包wi白血eso食ware，白ispapぽ willconclude wi血 somesuggestions to加1prove血e

effectiveness of the蜘 den包’山eof the so食ware.One of the m細 problemsis白紙血eso食wareis based 

on the TOEIC.百1eex町cisesare modeled on the qu矧 oni制官inthe TOEIC and only provide practice 

of出oseitems. There is no pedagogic goal. As a陀釦It,it包di缶c叫tfor蜘 den包 tosee what白eyare 

learning.官官出reetyp岱 oftraining, tec凶 cal，位協：gic,and戸伽gogical，伽tHubb訂d(2004) hぉ

d白αibedare one way血atstuden包∞叫dmakemo:問 effectiveuse of the so食ware.For example: 

• Studen包n白 dto be trained how toα回te鈎1dyp加盟so由説血.eywill凶 e血eso食ware問gularlyand 

for shortぽ Pぽiodsof也ne.Shortぽ peri吋sof study will enable翻 den包 toconcen回temo：問 and

問：gularstudy will help reinforce what they are practicing. 

• Studen・包 canbe旬.ughtpre-lis畑山gand pre-reading蜘 .te抑制willhelp them when凶 ng

期 n白rdized臨包 likethe TOEIC and 也知歯1gand reading血at血eydo for class回 orwork. 

百曲必ngabout what血.eyare going to h伺ror r悶 dis a use白1~市a旬gy おrbo血北illsbecause 

thinking about what血eyare going to lis回 toor read and what infonnation血eyn白 dto listen or 

readゐ,rwill help improve血eircomprehension. 

• Studen包 canbe旬.ughtto understand the need to develop both top down and bottom up listening 

skills. For example, infer回1cingwhぽea conversation旬kesplace or what the relationship between 

h 中関ke路 ina conversation is are ways to practice top down listening skills. Counting the numbぽ

of words and dictation are ways to戸acticebotぬmup lis加由1gskills. Sin世larly，出ey伺nbe旬.ught

the reading skills of skimming (read伽由em加 iゐ錨 ormain point of a m剖ing)and Scant血g

(read for specific de・凶Is).

• Studen包canbe encouraged to make more凶eof the support features, e叩ecially出eexplanations of 

important WOJi也andphrお岱andexp加国語onsand血eco町民tanswぽ explanations.As wぉ poin・凶

out above, these f伺tUJiescan help蜘 den包noticediffi町田lta年ec・包 oflangt泊ge,e.g., how qu岱tions

are fonned, and, by noticing由osea叩ぽ包，血elanguage can become input (Scht叫dt,201の．

Encouraging白m 旬kenot偲 on血eseexplanations will help reinforce what由eylearn and will help 

血emnotice 
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Teaching and凶 iningstudenおtouse these s回tegieswill take time and effort, but it can lead to bettぽ

and more effective use of the so食Wぽ・e.

Note: A pdffile of出esuivey is available at the link below: 

h仕os://1企ive.e:ooe:le.com/ooen?id=I iRmhF e3t的 U5alA-6r3vEIKZGP田95
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